Motivation: Network alignment (NA) can be pairwise (PNA) and multiple (MNA). PNA produces aligned node pairs between two networks. MNA produces aligned node clusters between more than two networks. Recently, the focus has shi ed from PNA to MNA, because MNA captures conserved regions between more networks than PNA (and MNA is thus considered to be more insightful), though at higher computational complexity. e issue is that, due to the different outputs of PNA and MNA, a PNA method is only compared to other PNA methods, and an MNA method is only compared to other MNA methods. Comparison of PNA against MNA must be done to evaluate whether MNA's higher complexity is justified by its higher accuracy. Results: We introduce a framework that allows for this. We compare PNA against MNA in both a pairwise (native to PNA) and multiple (native to MNA) manner. Shockingly, we find that PNA is more accurate and faster than MNA in both cases. is result might guide future research efforts in the NA field.
Introduction

Motivation and background
Networks can be used to model complex real-world systems in many domains, including computational biology. A popular type of biological networks are protein interaction networks (PINs). While PIN data are available for multiple species (Breitkreutz et al., 2008) , the functions of many proteins in many species remain unknown (Sharan et al., 2007; Mulder et al., 2014) . Network alignment (NA) compares networks to find a node mapping that conserves similar regions between the networks. en, analogous to genomic sequence alignment, NA can be used to predict protein functions by transferring functional knowledge from a well-studied species to a poorly-studied species between the species' conserved (aligned) PIN regions (Faisal et al., 2015a,b; Elmsallati et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2016b; Guzzi and Milenković, 2017 ). While we focus on biological NA of PINs, NA can be used for many applications (Emmert-Streib et al., 2016) , including computer vision (Duchenne et al., 2011) , online social networks (Zhang et al., 2015) , and ontology matching (Bayati et al., 2013) .
NA is related to the subgraph isomorphism, or subgraph matching, problem. is problem asks to find a node mapping such that one network is an exact subgraph of another network. NA is a more general problem in that it asks to find a node mapping that best "fits" one network into another network, even if the first network is not an exact subgraph of the second. A widely used measure that quantifies this "fit" is the amount of conserved (aligned) edges, i.e., the size of the common conserved subgraph between the
Our contributions
So, we propose an evaluation framework for a fair comparison of PNA and MNA, and we use it to comprehensively compare the two, in both a pairwise (native to PNA) and multiple (native to MNA) manner (Fig.  2) .
We evaluate all prominent PNA and MNA methods that were published by the beginning of our study, were publicly available, and had user-friendly implementations. is includes four PNA methods (GHOST (Patro and Kingsford, 2012) , MAGNA++ (Vijayan et al., 2015) , WAVE (Sun et al., 2015) , and L-GRAAL ), and four MNA methods (IsoRankN (Liao et al., 2009) , MI-Iso (Faisal et al., 2015a) , BEAMS (Alkan and Erten, 2014) , and multiMAGNA++ (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) ). Most of these methods are recent and were thus already shown to be superior to many past methods, e.g., IsoRank
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Many-to-many 3 networks Figure 1 : Illustration of different alignment types: one-to-one alignments between two networks and between more than two (in this case three) networks, and many-to-many alignments between two networks and between more than two (in this case three) networks. For a one-to-one alignment, a node in one network is mapped to at most one node in another network, and a node cannot be mapped to another node in the same network. For a many-to-many alignment, a node in one network can be mapped to multiple nodes in another network, and a node can also be mapped to other nodes in the same network. (Singh et al., 2007) , MI-GRAAL (Kuchaiev and Pržulj, 2011) , GEDEVO (Ibragimov et al., 2013) , and NETAL (Neyshabur et al., 2013) PNA methods, plus GEDEVO-M (Ibragimov et al., 2014) , FUSE (Gligorijević et al., 2015) , and SMETANA (Sahraeian and Yoon, 2013) MNA methods. While newer NA methods have appeared since, such as SANA (Hayes and Mamano, 2016) , ModuleAlign (Hashemifar et al., 2016) , and SUMONA (Tuncay and Can, 2016) , which is why they were not included here, we believe that their inclusion is not required, as our goal is not to determine the best existing NA method. Instead, it is to properly evaluate recent PNA methods against equally recent and thus fairly comparable MNA methods. We evaluate the PNA and MNA methods on synthetic networks with known true node mapping (we know the underlying alignment that a perfect method should output) and real-world PINs of different species with unknown node mapping (we do not know which protein in one species corresponds to which other protein in the other species).
We evaluate alignment quality using topological and functional alignment quality measures. An alignment is of good topological quality if it reconstructs well the underlying true node mapping (when known) and if it has many conserved edges (i.e., if it conserves a large common subgraph between the networks). An alignment is of good functional quality if its aligned node pairs/clusters contain nodes with similar biological functions.
Section 2 describes the data, alignment quality measures, and evaluation framework. Section 3 describes our findings, which show that in general PNA is both more accurate and faster than MNA, independent of whether the two are compared in the pairwise or multiple manner.
Methods
Data
We use five network sets: one synthetic network set with known true node mapping, and four real-world network sets with unknown true node mapping. For each network, we use only its largest connected component. Network set with known true node mapping. is synthetic network set, named Yeast+%LC, contains a high-confidence S. cerevisiae (yeast) PIN with 1, 004 proteins and 8, 323 interactions (Collins et al., 2007) , along with five lower-confidence yeast PINs constructed by adding 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, or 25% of lowerconfidence interactions to the high-confidence PIN (Supplementary Table S1 ). is network set has been used in many existing studies (Kuchaiev et al., 2010; Milenković et al., 2010; Kuchaiev and Pržulj, 2011; Patro and Kingsford, 2012; Saraph and Milenković, 2014; Meng et al., 2016b; Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) . Since all networks have the same node set, we know the true node mapping. Hence, for this set, we can Topological quality (TQ) measures NCV-MNC (applicable to PE and ME) NCV-CIQ (applicable to ME only) NCV-GS 3 (applicable to PE only) LCCS (applicable to PE and ME) (Section 2.3.1)
Functional quality (FQ) measures MNE (applicable to PE and ME) GO correctness (applicable to PE and ME) Protein function prediction precision, recall, F-score (applicable to PE and ME) (Section 2. Figure 2: Overview of our PNA versus MNA evaluation framework. We evaluate prominent existing PNA and MNA methods (Section 2.2) on synthetic and real-world biological networks (Section 2.1), in terms of both topological (TQ) and functional (FQ) alignment quality (Section 2.3) and running time. First, we evaluate in a pairwise manner (native to PNA) under the pairwise evaluation (PE) framework (Section 2.4.1). Here, for the given network set, we (i) trivially apply PNA to network pairs (which we denote as PE-P-P alignments), (ii) trivially apply MNA to network pairs (PE-M-P), and (iii) apply MNA to the whole network set (all networks at once) and break the resulting multiple alignment into pairwise alignments (PE-M-M). We also evaluate in a multiple manner (native to MNA) under the multiple evaluation (ME) framework (Section 2.4.2). Here, we (i) apply PNA to network pairs and combine the resulting pairwise alignments into a multiple alignment (ME-P-P), (ii) apply MNA to network pairs and combine the resulting pairwise alignments into a multiple alignment (ME-M-P), and (iii) trivially apply MNA to the whole network set (ME-M-M). Finally, we compare PNA and MNA in terms of protein function prediction accuracy, which is the ultimate goal of biological NA. evaluate node correctness, i.e., how well the given NA method reconstructs the true node mapping (Section 2.3.1). Network sets with unknown true node mapping.
e four real-world network sets with unknown node mapping are named PHY 1 , PHY 2 , Y2H 1 , and Y2H 2 . Each contains PINs of four species, S. cerevisiae (yeast), D. melanogaster (fly), C. elegans (worm), and H. sapiens (human).
e PIN data, obtained from BioGRID (Breitkreutz et al., 2008) , have been used in recent studies (Meng et al., 2016b; Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) . For each species, four PINs are created that contain the following protein interaction types and confidence levels: all physical interactions supported by at least one publication (PHY 1 ) or at least two publications (PHY 2 ), as well as only yeast two-hybrid physical interactions supported by at least one publication (Y2H 1 ) or at least two publications (Y2H 2 ) (Supplementary Table S1 ). Just as was done in the existing studies, we also remove the fly and worm networks from the PHY 2 and Y2H 2 network sets, because these networks are too small and sparse (53-331 nodes and 33-260 edges), resulting in the PHY 2 and Y2H 2 network sets containing only two networks each.
e four network sets have unknown true node mappings, and thus we cannot evaluate node correctness. However, we use alternative measures of alignment quality that are based on Gene Ontology annotations (Section 2.3.2). Gene Ontology (GO) annotations. For alignment quality measures (Section 2.3) that rely on GO annotations of proteins ( e Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000), we use experimentally obtained GO annotations from the GO database from January 2016. Protein sequences. When NA methods use protein sequence information to produce an alignment (Section 2.2), we use BLAST protein sequence similarities as captured by E-values (Ye et al., 2006) . e sequence data were acquired from the NCBI website (NCBI, 2016).
NA methods that we evaluate
We consider GHOST, MAGNA++, WAVE, and L-GRAAL PNA methods, and IsoRankN, MI-Iso, BEAMS, and multiMAGNA++ MNA methods. PNA methods. Most NA methods are two-stage aligners: first, they calculate the similarities (based on network topology and, optionally, protein sequences) between nodes of the compared networks, and second, they use an alignment strategy to find high scoring alignments with respect to the total similarity over all aligned nodes. GHOST is a two-stage PNA method (Supplementary Section S1.1). An issue with two-stage methods is that while they find high scoring alignments with respect to total node similarity (a.k.a. node conservation), they do not account for the amount of conserved edges during the alignment construction process. But the quality of an alignment is o en measured in terms of edge conservation. To address this, MAGNA++ directly optimizes both edge and node conservation while the alignment is constructed (Supplementary Section S1.1). MAGNA++ is a search-based (rather than a two-stage) PNA method. Search-based aligners can directly optimize edge conservation or any other alignment quality measure. WAVE and L-GRAAL were proposed as two-stage (rather than search-based) PNA methods that, just as MAGNA++, optimize both node and (weighted) edge conservation (Supplementary Section S1.1). MNA methods. IsoRankN, MI-GRAAL, and BEAMS are two-stage MNA methods. IsoRankN and MI-GRAAL optimize node conservation, while BEAMS optimizes both node and edge conservation (Supplementary Section S1.1). On the other hand, like MAGNA++, multiMAGNA++ is a search-based method that optimizes both edge and node conservation. Unlike the above MNA methods that produce many-to-many alignments, multiMAGNA++ produces one-to-one alignments. Aligning using network topology only versus using both topology and protein sequences. In our analysis, for each method, we study the effect on output quality when (i) using only network topology while constructing alignments (T alignments) versus (ii) using both network topology and protein sequence information while constructing alignments (T+S alignments). For T alignments, we set method parameters to ignore any sequence information. All methods except BEAMS can produce T alignments and all methods can produce T+S alignments. For T+S alignments, we set method parameters to include sequence information. Supplementary Table S2 shows the specific parameters that we use, and Supplementary Section S1.1 justifies our parameter choices.
Alignment quality measures
Typical PNA methods produce alignments comprising node pairs and typical MNA methods produce alignments comprising node clusters. We introduce the term aligned node group to describe either an aligned node pair or an aligned node cluster. With this, we can represent a pairwise or multiple alignment as a set of aligned node groups. For formal definitions, see Supplementary Section S1.2.
Topological quality (TQ) measures
A good NA method should produce aligned node groups that have internal consistency with respect to protein labels. If we know the true node mapping between the networks, we can let the labels be node names. We consider measures that rely on node names to be capturing topological quality (TQ) of an alignment. If we do not know the true node mapping, we let the labels be nodes' (i.e., proteins') GO terms. We consider measures that rely on GO terms to be capturing functional quality (FQ) of an alignment; we discuss such measures in Section 2.3.2. We measure internal consistency of aligned protein groups in a pairwise alignment via precision, recall, and F-score of node correctness (P-NC, R-NC, and F-NC, respectively); these measures, introduced by Meng et al. (2016b) , work for both one-to-one and many-tomany pairwise alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.1). We do this in a multiple alignment via adjusted multiple node correctness (NCV-MNC); this measure, introduced by Vijayan and Milenković (2016) , works for both one-to-one and many-to-many multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.1).
Also, a good NA method should find a large amount of common network structure, i.e., produce high edge conservation. We measure edge conservation in a pairwise alignment via adjusted generalized S 3 (NCV-GS 3 ); this measure, introduced by Meng et al. (2016b) , works for both one-to-one and many-tomany pairwise alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.1). We do this in a multiple alignment via adjusted cluster interaction quality (NCV-CIQ); this measure, introduced by Vijayan and Milenković (2016) , works for both one-to-one and many-to-many multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.1).
Finally, for a good NA method, conserved edges should form large and dense (as opposed to small or isolated) conserved regions. We capture the notion of large and connected conserved network regions (for both pairwise and multiple alignments) via largest common connected subgraph (LCCS). is measure, recently extended from PNA (Saraph and Milenković, 2014) to MNA (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) , works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.1).
Functional quality (FQ) measures
Per Section 2.3.1, a good alignment should have internally consistent aligned node groups. Instead of protein names as in Section 2.3.1, in this section we use GO terms as protein labels to measure internal consistency. Having aligned node groups that are internally consistent with respect to GO terms is important for protein function prediction.
We measure internal node group consistency with respect to GO terms in two ways. First, we do so via mean normalized entropy (MNE); this measure, introduced by Liao et al. (2009) (also, see Vijayan and Milenković (2016) for formal definition), works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.2). Second, we do so via an alternative popular measure, GO correctness (GC); this measure, recently extended from PNA (Kuchaiev et al., 2010) to MNA (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) , works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.2).
In addition to measuring internal node group consistency, we directly measure the accuracy of protein function prediction. at is, we first use a protein function prediction approach (Section 2.3.3) to predict protein-GO term associations, and then we compare the predicted associations to known protein-GO term associations to see how accurate the predicted associations are. We do so via precision, recall, and F-score measures (P-PF, R-PF, and F-PF, respectively); these measures work for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments (Supplementary Section S1.2.2).
Protein function prediction approaches
Here, we discuss how we predict protein-GO term associations from the given alignment. We use a different protein function prediction approach for each alignment type. So, below, first, we discuss an existing approach that we use to predict protein GO-term associations from pairwise alignments (approach 1). Second, we discuss an existing approach that we use to predict these associations from multiple alignments (approach 2).
ird, since the existing approach for multiple alignments (approach 2) is very different from the existing approach for pairwise alignments (approach 1), to make comparison between pairwise and multiple alignments (i.e., between PNA and MNA) more fair, we extend approach 1 for pairwise alignments into a new approach for multiple alignments (approach 3). As we show in Section 3.4.1, our new approach 3 improves upon the existing approach 2. us, we propose approach 3 as a new superior strategy for predicting protein-GO term associations from multiple alignments, which is another contribution of our study. Approach 1. Existing protein function prediction for pairwise alignments. Here, we predict protein GO-terms associations using a multi-step process proposed by Meng et al. (2016b) . For each protein in the alignment that has at least one annotated GO term, and for each GO term , first, we hide 's true GO term(s). Second, we determine if the alignment is statistically significant with respect to , i.e., if the number of aligned node pairs in which the aligned proteins share GO term is significantly high (p-value below 0.05 according to the hypergeometric test; see (Meng et al., 2016b) for details). Repeating this process for all nodes and GO terms results in set X of predicted protein-GO term associations.
Approach 2. Existing protein function prediction for multiple alignments. Here, we predict protein GO-term associations using the approach of Faisal et al. (2015a) , as follows. For each protein in the alignment that has at least one annotated GO term, and for each GO term , first, we hide the protein's true GO term(s). Second, given that belongs to aligned node group C, we measure the enrichment of C in using the hypergeometric test. If C is significantly enriched in (p-value below 0.05; see (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) for details), then we predict to be associated with . Repeating this process for all nodes and GO terms results in set X of predicted protein-GO term associations.
Approach 3. New protein function prediction for multiple alignments. Here, we introduce a new approach to predict protein GO-term associations from a multiple alignment. First, for each node group C i in the alignment, C i is converted into a set of all possible |C i | 2 node pairs in the group. e union of all resulting node pairs over all groups C i forms the set F of all aligned node pairs. Second, for each protein in the alignment that has at least one annotated GO term, and for each GO term , we hide 's true GO term(s).
ird, we determine if the alignment is statistically significant with respect to , i.e., if the number of aligned node pairs F in which the aligned proteins share GO term is significantly high (p-value below 0.05 according to the hypergeometric test; see Supplementary Section S1.2.3 for details). Repeating this process for all nodes and GO terms results in a set of predicted protein-GO term associations. Our proposed approach 3 is identical to approach 1 except for its first step of converting a multiple alignment into a set of aligned node pairs.
Statistical significance of alignment quality scores
Since PNA and MNA methods result in different output types (as they produce alignments that differ in the number and sizes of aligned node groups for the same networks), to allow for as fair as possible comparison of the different NA methods, we do the following. For each NA method, each pair/set of aligned networks, and each alignment quality measure, we compute the statistical significance (i.e., p-value) of the given alignment quality score. en, we take the significance of each alignment quality score into consideration when comparing the NA methods (as explained in Section 2.4.3). We compute the p-value of a quality score of an alignment as described in Supplementary Section S1.2.4.
Evaluation framework
Given a network set, to fairly compare PNA and MNA, we compare the NA methods when aligning all possible pairs of networks in the set (pairwise evaluation framework, Section 2.4.1), as well as when aligning all networks in the set at once (multiple evaluation framework, Section 2.4.2). PNA is expected to perform be er under the pairwise evaluation framework (which is native to PNA), and MNA is expected to perform be er under the multiple evaluation framework (which it is native to MNA).
Pairwise evaluation (PE) framework
In the PE framework, given a network set, we compare NA methods using pairwise alignments of all possible pairs of networks in the set. Due to the various ways that a pairwise alignment of two networks can be created using PNA or MNA methods, we categorize the pairwise alignments into the following three categories. Specifically, we:
• Trivially apply PNA to all possible network pairs, denoting the resulting alignments as the PE-P-P alignment category.
• Trivially apply MNA to all possible network pairs, denoting the resulting alignments as the PE-M-P alignment category.
• Apply MNA to the whole network set and break the resulting multiple alignment into all possible pairwise alignments ( Fig. 3(a) ), denoting the resulting pairwise alignments as the PE-M-M alignment category.
In the PE framework, we align all pairs of networks within each of the five analyzed network sets (Yeast+%LC, PHY 1 , PHY 2 , Y2H 1 , and Y2H 2 ; Section 2.1). We evaluate using all alignment quality measures for pairwise alignments, namely F-NC, NCV-GS 3 , and LCCS TQ measures as well as MNE, GC, and F-PF FQ measures (Section 2.3).
Multiple evaluation (ME) framework
In the ME framework, given a network set, we compare NA methods using the resulting multiple alignments of the set. Due to the various ways that a multiple alignment of a network set can be created, we categorize the multiple alignments in the following three categories. Specifically, we:
• Apply PNA to all possible network pairs and combine the resulting pairwise alignments into a multiple alignment that spans all networks in the set ( Fig. 3(b) -(c) and Supplementary Section S1.3), denoting the resulting alignments as the ME-P-P alignment category.
(a)
Figure 3: Illustration of how we convert from one NA output type to another. Given a network set consisting of three networks (G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 ), we convert: (a) a multiple alignment to pairwise alignments, (b) one-to-one pairwise alignments to a multiple alignment, and (c) many-to-many pairwise alignments to a multiple alignment. (a) Given a multiple alignment spanning all three networks, we create a pairwise alignment for every pair of networks (in our case, three pairs) as follows: for the given two networks, we remove every node from the multiple alignment that is not a part of the two networks, which results in a pairwise alignment of the two networks. (b,c) Given pairwise alignments of all networks pairs in the set (here, three pairs of networks, (G 1 ,G 2 ), (G 2 ,G 3 ), and (G 1 ,G 3 )), produced by either (b) PNA or (c) MNA, we combine the pairwise alignments into a multiple alignment as follows. First, we select a "scaffold" network (here, G 2 ). Second, we create a set of node groups consisting of the pairwise alignments between the scaffold network and the other networks (here, (G 1 ,G 2 ) and (G 2 ,G 3 )). ird, we merge node groups that have at least one node in common. is procedure yields a multiple alignment of all networks in the set.
• Apply MNA to all possible network pairs and combine the resulting pairwise alignments into a multiple alignment that spans all networks in the set ( Fig. 3(b) -(c) and Supplementary Section S1.3), denoting the resulting alignments as the ME-M-P alignment category.
• Trivially apply MNA to the whole network set to align all networks at once, denoting the resulting alignments as the ME-M-M category.
In the ME framework, we align each of the analyzed network sets that has more than two networks (Yeast%+LC, PHY 1 , and Y2H 1 ; Section 2.1). We evaluate using all alignment quality measures for multiple alignments, namely NCV-MNC, NCV-CIQ, and LCCS TQ measures as well as MNE, GC, and F-PF FQ measures (Section 2.3).
Comparing the performance of NA methods
Given a network pair/set and an alignment quality measure (i.e., in a given evaluation test), we compare two NA methods as follows. Let x and be the methods' respective alignment quality scores. If both x and are significant (p-values below 0.001; Section 2.3.4) and are within 1% of each other (
, then the two methods are tied. ey are also tied if both x and are non-significant. If both x and are significant and not tied, then the method with the best score is superior. If x is significant and is not, then the method with score x is superior, and vice versa.
Given k network pairs/sets and l alignment quality measures, i.e., given k × l evaluation tests, for each evaluation test, we rank all methods from the best one to the worst one, as follows. Given the methods' alignment quality scores, for methods with non-significant scores, we rank the methods last. For methods with significant scores, we perform the following procedure. If a given method has the best alignment quality score, then we give it rank 1 (as the 1 st best method). We give the next best performing method rank 2, and so on. If a given method is tied with the next best performing method, then we rank both methods with the superior (i.e., lower) rank. e subsequent methods are ranked as if the previous methods were not tied. For example, if methods a and b are tied, they are both given rank 1, and if method c is not tied with method a or method b, then method c is given rank 3). We call this resulting rank for a given evaluation test an evaluation test rank. We calculate the overall ranking of an NA method by taking the mean of its ranks over all k × l evaluation tests. To evaluate whether the overall rankings of two methods are significantly different from each other, we apply the one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the k × l evaluation test ranks of the two methods.
Results and discussion
In Section 3.1, we compare the quality of T alignments and T+S alignments. Since we show that T+S alignments are overall superior, in subsequent sections, we focus only on T+S alignments. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we compare PNA against MNA in the PE and ME framework, respectively, in terms of TQ and FQ accuracy as well as running time. In Section 3.4, we compare PNA against MNA exclusively in terms of the FQ measure of protein function prediction accuracy, as the main goal of biological NA is to predict protein functions in a poorly-studied species from protein functions in a well-studied species, based on the species' network alignment.
T versus T+S alignments
Network topology alone can be used to find good alignments of PINs (Kuchaiev et al., 2010) . But protein sequence information can be used to complement network topology in order to produce superior alignments No. of tests ME framework
T+S superior T and T+S tied T superior
Figure 4: Comparison of the quality of T alignments versus the corresponding T+S alignments, under each of the PE and ME frameworks. Each bar shows the number of evaluation tests (out of all conducted tests, where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair/set, and an alignment quality measure) in which the T alignment is superior, the T+S alignment is superior, or the two alignments are tied (i.e., within 1% of each other's accuracy). e evaluation tests are separated into network pairs/sets with known true node mapping and network pairs/sets with unknown true node mapping, and into TQ and FQ measures. . Due to the complementarity of network topology and protein sequence information, we expect T+S alignments to have higher alignment quality than T alignments. In fact, our results show this to be the case. Namely, for each NA method, we compare the given method's T alignments to their corresponding T+S alignments, in terms of TQ and FQ measures, under the PE and ME frameworks (Fig. 4) . We find that for networks with known true node mappings, T+S alignments are superior to the corresponding T alignments in almost all cases. For networks with unknown true node mapping, in terms of TQ, T+S alignments are either superior to or tied with the corresponding T alignments in about a half of all cases. In terms of FQ, T+S alignments are either superior or tied with the T alignments in almost all evaluation tests. Given this, we conclude that T+S alignments are overall superior to the corresponding T alignments. us, unless we specify otherwise, henceforth, we only analyze T+S alignments. Next, we study the similarity (overlap) of the alignments produced the different NA methods, each with its T and T+S versions ( Supplementary Figs. S1-S3) . Surprisingly, in both the PE and ME frameworks, the T+S versions of the different methods are more similar than the T+S and T versions of the same method are. at is, the T+S versions of the different methods cluster together in Supplementary Figs. S1-S3 and are clearly separated from the T versions. In contrast, the T versions do not cluster together. is shows that using protein sequence information yields alignment consistency independent of which NA method is used.
Method comparison in the PE framework
We expect that under the PE framework, PNA will perform be er than MNA. is is exactly what we observe. Namely, the overall ranking of the PNA methods (alignments from the PE-P-P category) is generally be er (lower) than the overall ranking of the MNA methods (alignments from the PE-M-P and PE-M-M categories) (View I of Fig. 5 ). An exception is multiMAGNA++'s alignments from the PE-M-P category (multiMAGNA++ directly applied to network pairs), whose overall ranking is very good (low).
is is due to multiMAGNA++ being the only considered one-to-one MNA method, which causes it to behave similarly to a PNA method when it is used to align only two networks.
Next, we break down the results into those for networks with known versus unknown node mapping, and also, into those for TQ versus FQ measures (View II of Fig. 5 ). For networks with known mapping, we find that PNA performs be er than MNA in terms of both TQ and FQ. For networks with unknown mapping, PNA performs be er MNA in terms of TQ, while in terms of FQ, PNA and MNA are closely comparable. Accuracy versus running time.
e PNA methods are not only more accurate in general (as demon- MAGNA++ (ME-P-P) 3.31 (2.21) NA NA 0.00 (0.00) multiMAGNA++ (ME-M-P) 3.69 (3.30) 4.82e-01 NA 0.06 (0.00) WAVE (ME-P-P) 4.62 (3.88) 1.26e-01 5.03e-02 0.06 (0.00) GHOST (ME-P-P) 4.75 (4.06) 1.42e-01 8.23e-02 0.12 (0.00) LGRAAL (ME-P-P) 5.12 (3.84) 1.10e-01 1.11e-01 0.19 (0.00) multiMAGNA++ (ME-M-M) 5.62 (3.34) 1.39e-02 5.72e-03 0.06 (0.00) IsoRankN (ME-M-M) 6.25 (3.73) 1.42e-02 2.87e-02 0.12 (0.00) BEAMS (ME-M-M) 8.00 (4.08) 3.45e-03 5.41e-03 0.31 (0.00) IsoRankN (ME-M-P) 9.19 (3.56) 6.44e-04 1.02e-03 0.50 (0.00) BEAMS (ME-M-P) 9.44 (3.95) 6.44e-04 1.10e-03 0.56 (0.00) MI-Iso (ME-M-M) 9.56 (2.61) 2.97e-04 6.25e-04 0.19 (0.00) MI-Iso (ME-M-P) 10.31 (3.66) 5.85e-04 1.31e-03 0.50 (0.00)
Rank ME-P-P ME-M-P ME-M-M Running time (hours, log scale)
Figure 5: Method comparison results for each of the PE and ME frameworks over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair/set, and an alignment quality measure).
Figure 5: By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the PE framework (four PNA methods associated with the PE-P-P category and four MNA methods associated with each of the PE-M-M and PE-M-P categories) and 12 NA methods in the ME framework (four PNA methods associated with the ME-P-P category and four MNA methods associated with each of the ME-M-M and ME-M-P categories). e alignment categories are color coded. View I. Overall ranking of the NA methods. e "Overall rank" column shows the rank of each method averaged over all evaluation tests, along with the corresponding standard deviation (in brackets). Since there are 12 methods in a given framework, the possible ranks range from 1 to 12. e lower the rank, the be er the given method. e "p 1 -value" column shows the statistical significance of the difference between the ranking of each method and the 1 st best ranked method. e "p 2 -value" column shows the statistical significance of the difference between the ranking of each method and the 2 nd best ranked method. e "Non. sig. (fail)" column shows the fraction of all evaluation tests in which the alignment quality score is not statistically significant, and, in brackets, the fraction of evaluation tests in which the given NA method failed to produce an alignment. Equivalent results over all evaluation tests broken down into functional and topological alignment quality measures, as well as over all evaluation tests broken down into network pairs/sets with known and unknown node mapping, are shown in Supplementary Tables S3-S10. Figure 5 : View II. Alternative view of ranking of the NA methods. Each pie chart shows the fraction of evaluation test ranks that fall into the 1-4, 5-8, and 9-12 rank bins out of all evaluation test ranks in the given alignment category. For example, for the PE framework, in the PE-P-P alignment category, 56%, 26%, and 18% of the evaluation test ranks fall into ranks 1-4, 5-8, and 9-12, respectively, totaling to 100% of the evaluation test ranks in the PE-P-P alignment category. e pie charts allow us to compare the three alignment categories rather than individual NA methods in each category. e larger the pie chart for the be er (lower) ranks, and the smaller the pie chart for the worse (higher) ranks, the be er the alignment category. For example, in the PE framework, PE-P-P has the most evaluation tests ranked 1-4 and the fewest evaluation tests ranked 9-12, followed by PE-M-P, followed by PE-M-M. is implies that PE-P-P is superior to PE-M-P and PE-M-M. e pie charts are color coded with respect to alignments of network pairs/sets with known and unknown node mapping, and TQ and FQ measures. View III. Overall ranking of an NA method versus its running time. e la er are running time results when aligning all network pairs in the Y2H 1 network set under the PE framework, and when aligning the Y2H 1 network set under the ME framework, where each method is restricted to use a maximum of 64 cores. e size of each point visualizes the overall ranking of the corresponding method over all evaluation tests over all network pairs/sets, corresponding to the "Overall rank" column in View I; the larger the point size, the be er the method. In order to allow for easier comparison between the different alignment categories, "Average" shows the average running times and average rankings of the methods in each alignment category. Equivalent results where each method is restricted to use a single core are shown in Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5. strated above), but on average they are also at least somewhat if not much faster (View III of Fig. 5 ). In fact, no MNA method has both be er running time and be er ranking than any PNA method, while many PNA methods have both be er running time and be er ranking than every MNA method.
Method comparison in the ME framework
We expect that under the ME framework, MNA will perform be er than PNA. However, our results reveal the opposite trends, which match those observed under the PE framework. Namely, the overall ranking of the PNA methods (alignments from the ME-P-P category) is generally be er (lower) than the overall ranking of the MNA methods' alignments from the ME-M-M category, which in turn is generally be er than the overall ranking of the MNA methods' alignments from the ME-M-P category (View I of Fig. 5) . Again, just as in the PE framework, multiMAGNA++ is an exception: its alignments from the ME-M-P category (multiMAGNA++ first being applied to network pairs and then its pairwise alignments being combined into a multiple alignment) are ranked very good (low).
When we inspect the ranking of the methods in more detail (View II of Fig. 5 ), again, we find similar trends as in the PE framework. Namely, for networks with known mapping, we find that PNA performs be er than MNA in terms of both TQ and FQ. For networks with unknown mappings, PNA performs be er than MNA in terms of TQ. In terms of FQ, PNA performs be er than MNA methods from the ME-M-P category and is close to comparable to MNA methods from the ME-M-M category. Accuracy versus running time. When we compare the overall rankings of the NA methods to their running times (View III of Fig. 5 ), again, we find similar trends as in the PE framework: the PNA methods are not only more accurate (as demonstrated above), but on average they are also faster.
3.4 Method comparison focusing on accuracy of protein function prediction 3.4.1 New function prediction approach under the ME framework Here, we focus on addressing a potential issue with the existing approach for protein function prediction for multiple alignments, which we have used up to this point. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, since the existing approach for multiple alignments (approach 2) is very different than the existing approach for pairwise alignments (approach 1), to make comparison between pairwise and multiple alignments (i.e., between PNA and MNA) more fair, we extend approach 1 for pairwise alignments into a new approach for multiple alignments (approach 3).
en, we compare the new approach 3 against the existing approach 2, in hope that approach 3 will outperform approach 2. If so, in our subsequent analyses, we will use approach 3 for protein function prediction for multiple alignments. is way, comparing results of approaches 1 and 3 will be much more fair than comparing results of approaches 1 and 2. Consequently, we will be able to more fairly compare PNA against MNA.
Indeed, we find that our new approach 3 overall outperforms the existing approach 2 (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Specifically, approach 3 is overall comparable to approach 2 for networks with known node mapping (marginally inferior in terms of precision, and marginally superior in terms of recall) and it is superior to approach 2 for networks with unknown node mapping (in terms of both precision and recall).
Protein function prediction under PE versus ME frameworks
Next, we compare protein function prediction accuracy between the PE and ME frameworks, relying on approach 1 for pairwise alignments and on the fairly comparable approach 3 for multiple alignments. 
New superior
New and existing tied Existing superior Figure 6 : Comparison of protein function prediction accuracy between the new (approach 3) versus existing (approach 2) prediction approach for multiple alignments. We calculate prediction accuracy as follows. We apply the given protein function prediction approach (approach 2 or approach 3) to each alignment of each of the network sets from the ME framework, to predict protein-GO term associations. en, we compute precision and recall for the given alignment's predicted protein-GO term associations. Each bar on the le of the figure shows the number of tests (i.e., alignments) in which the new approach is superior, the existing approach is superior, or the two approaches are tied. Each table shows the precision, recall, and number of predictions averaged over all tests. e results are separated into network sets with known and unknown node mapping. PE superior PE and ME tied ME superior Figure 7 : Comparison of protein function prediction accuracy under the the PE and ME frameworks. e figure can be interpreted the same way as Figure 6 .
For both the network sets with known and unknown node mapping, the predictions under the PE framework have higher precision while the predictions under the ME framework have higher recall (Fig.  7 and Supplementary Fig. S7 ). Note that for networks with known node mapping, both sets of predictions have impressively high precision and recall scores, so any difference in their scores can be considered "marginal". is is not the case for networks with unknown node mapping, where the scores are lower. In this case, the superiority of the PE framework's precision over the ME framework's precision is much more pronounced than the superiority of the ME framework's recall over the PE framework's recall. Additionally, achieving higher precision might be more preferred than achieving higher recall in the task of protein function prediction by experimental scientists who would potentially validate the predictions. us, we can argue that overall the PE framework (i.e., pairwise alignments) results in more accurate predictions than the ME framework (i.e., multiple alignments).
Conclusion
We introduce an evaluation framework for a fair comparison of PNA against MNA. We find that (i) PNA methods produce pairwise alignments that are superior to the corresponding pairwise alignments produced by MNA methods, and (ii) PNA methods produce multiple alignments that are superior to the corresponding multiple alignments produced by MNA methods. Also, using pairwise alignments leads to higher protein function prediction accuracy than using multiple alignments. Importantly, in addition to overall PNA being more accurate, it is also faster than MNA.
Our results may impact future NA research. For example, they may suggest that future work should focus on NA methods that behave like current PNA methods. Furthermore, since PNA can (by integrating pairwise alignments) produce multiple alignments that are superior to multiple alignments produced by MNA, we believe that any new MNA methods should be compared not just to existing MNA methods but also to existing PNA methods using our evaluation framework, in order to properly judge the quality of alignments that they produce. SUPPLEMENTARY SECTIONS S1 Methods S1.1 NA methods that we evaluate e PNA methods that we evaluate are GHOST, MAGNA++, WAVE, and L-GRAAL. e MNA methods that we evaluate are IsoRankN, MI-Iso, BEAMS, and multiMAGNA++. PNA methods. Most NA methods are two-stage aligners: in the first stage, they calculate the similarities (based on network topology and, optionally, protein sequence information) between nodes in the compared networks, and in the second stage, they use an alignment strategy to find high scoring alignments with respect to the total similarity over all aligned nodes. GHOST is an example of two-stage PNA methods. GHOST calculates the similarity of "spectral signatures" of nodes between the compared networks in its first stage. en, GHOST uses an alignment strategy consisting of a seed-and-extend global alignment step followed by a local search procedure that aims to improve, with respect to node similarity, upon the seed-and-extend step. An issue with two-stage methods is that while they find high scoring alignments with respect to total node similarity (a.k.a. node conservation), they do not take into account the amount of conserved edges during the alignment construction process. But the quality of a network alignment is o en measured in terms of the amount of conserved edges. To address this issue, MAGNA++ directly optimizes both edge and node conservation while the alignment is constructed; its node conservation measure typically uses graphlet-based node similarities (Milenković and Pržulj, 2008) . MAGNA is a search-based (rather than a two-stage) PNA method. Search-based aligners can directly optimize edge conservation or any other alignment quality measure. WAVE was proposed as a two-stage (rather than search-based) PNA method that optimizes both a graphlet-based node conservation measure as well as (weighted) edge conservation by using a seed-and-extend alignment strategy based on the principle of voting. Similarly, L-GRAAL optimizes a graphlet-based node conservation measure and a (weighted) edge conservation measure, but it uses a seed-and-extend strategy based on integer programming. MNA methods. IsoRankN is a two-stage MNA method. It calculates node similarities between all pairs of compared networks using a PageRank-based spectral method. IsoRankN then creates a graph of the node similarities and partitions the graph using spectral clustering in order to produce a many-to-many alignment. Recently, IsoRankN's node conservation measure was replaced with that of MI-GRAAL, which uses graphlet-based node similarities, resulting in a new method called MI-Iso (Faisal et al., 2015a) . BEAMS is a two-stage method that optimizes both a (protein sequence-based) node conservation measure and an edge conservation measure. BEAMS uses a maximally weighted clique finding algorithm on a graph of node similarities to produce a one-to-one alignment, where node similarity is based only on protein sequence information, without considering any topological node similarity information. BEAMS then creates a many-to-many alignment from the one-to-one alignment using an iterative greedy algorithm that maximizes both node and edge conservation. Like MAGNA++, multiMAGNA++ is a search-based method that directly optimizes both edge and node conservation while the alignment is constructed. Unlike the above MNA methods that produce many-to-many alignments, multiMAGNA++ produces one-to-one alignments. Aligning using network topology only versus using both topology and protein sequences. In our analysis, for each method, we study the effect on output quality when (i) using only network topology while constructing alignments (T alignments) versus (ii) using both network topology and protein sequence information while constructing alignments (T+S alignments). For T alignments, we set method parameters to ignore any sequence information. All methods except BEAMS can produce T alignments and all methods can produce T+S alignments. For T+S alignments, we set method parameters to include sequence information. Supplementary Table S2 shows the specific parameters that we use. Specifically, the methods combine topological information with sequence information in order to optimize αS T + (1 − α)S P , where S T is the (node or edge) cost function based on topological information, S P is the node cost function based on protein sequence information, and α weighs between topological information and sequence information. When α = 1, only network topology is used in the alignment process, and when α = 0, only sequence information is used. We set α = 0.5 in our study due to the following reasons. First, Meng et al. (2016b) , who used the same datasets that we use in our study, showed that as long as some amount of topological information and some amount of protein sequence information are used in the alignment process (i.e., as long as α does not equal 0 or 1), the quality of the resulting alignments is not drastically affected. ey showed this for ten PNA methods, including GHOST, MAGNA++, WAVE, and L-GRAAL, which are the PNA methods that we use in this study. Second, it was shown by the original studies which introduced two of the MNA methods used in this study that varying α between 0.3 and 0.7 has no large effect on the quality of alignments produced by BEAMS and IsoRank (Alkan and Erten, 2014) , and that varying α between 0.2 and 0.8 has no large effect on the quality of alignments produced by FUSE (Gligorijević et al., 2015) . ird, the original MAGNA++ paper, which multiMAGNA++ is based on, showed that varying α between 0.1 and 0.9 has no large effect on the quality of alignments produced by MAGNA++. So, in the original multiMAGNA++ paper, the α parameter was set to 0.5. We believe that all of this justifies our choice of using α of 0.5 for all methods considered in our study. Also, using the same α value for all methods ensures that any potential differences in results of the different methods are not caused by using different amounts of network topology versus protein sequence information.
S1.2 Alignment quality measures
Here, we describe the alignment quality measures that we use to evaluate the NA methods. To do so, we first need to formally define an alignment. Typical PNA methods produce alignments comprising node pairs and typical MNA methods produce alignments comprising node clusters. We introduce the term aligned node group to describe either an aligned node pair or an aligned node cluster. With this, we can represent a pairwise or multiple alignment as a set of aligned node groups. Let G 1 (V 1 , E 1 ) , . . ., G k (V k , E k ) be k networks with node and edge sets V l and E l , respectively, for l = 1, 2, . . . , k. An alignment of the k networks is a set of disjoint node groups, where each group is represented as a tuple (a 1 , . . . , a k ) with the following properties: (i) a l is the set of nodes in the node group from network G l , i.e., a l ⊆ V l , for l = 1, 2, . . . , k, (ii) no two node groups have any common nodes, i.e., given two different groups (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) and (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b k ), a l ∩ b l = ∅ for l = 1, 2, . . . , k, and (iii) there must be at least two nodes in each node group, i.e., |∪ l=1, ...,k a l | ≥ 2. If for each node group in the given alignment there is at most one node from each network, i.e., if for each node group |a l | ≤ 1 for l = 1, . . . , k, then the alignment is a one-to-one alignment. Otherwise, it is a many-to-many alignment.
S1.2.1 Topological quality (TQ) measures
A good NA method should produce aligned node groups that have internal consistency with respect to protein labels. If we know the true node mapping between the networks, then we can let the labels be protein names. When the labels are based on the true node mapping, i.e., on protein names, we consider measures that rely on node labels to be capturing topological alignment quality (TQ). If we do not know the true node mapping, we let the labels be GO terms. In this case, since GO terms capture protein functions, we consider measures that rely on GO terms to be capturing functional alignment quality (FQ). We discuss such measures in Supplementary Section S1.2.2.
Also, a good NA method should find a large amount of common network structure across the compared networks, i.e., produce high edge conservation.
Finally, for a good NA method, conserved edges should form large, dense, connected regions (as opposed to small or isolated conserved regions).
Below, first, we discuss how we measure internal consistency of aligned protein groups in a pairwise alignment. Second, we comment on how we do this in a multiple alignment. ird, we discuss how we measure edge conservation in a pairwise alignment. Fourth, we comment on how we do this in a multiple alignment. Fi h, we discuss how we capture the notion of large, dense, and connected conserved network regions (for both pairwise and multiple alignments).
1. Measuring internal node group consistency of a pairwise alignment via precision, recall, and Fscore of node correctness (P-NC, R-NC, and F-NC, respectively). ese measures (Meng et al., 2016b) are a generalization of node correctness (NC) from one-to-one to many-to-many pairwise alignments. NC for one-to-one pairwise alignments is the fraction of node pairs from the alignment that are present in the true node mapping. As such, NC evaluates the precision of the alignment. NC is extended to many-to-many pairwise alignments as follows. For each aligned node group C i in the alignment, C i is converted into a set of all possible
node pairs in the group. e union of all resulting node pairs over all groups C i forms the set X of all aligned node pairs.
en, given the set Y of all node pairs from the true node mapping, P-NC = |X ∩Y | |X | , R-NC = |X ∩Y | |Y | , and F-NC is the harmonic mean of P-NC and R-NC. ese three measures work for both one-to-one and many-to-many pairwise alignments.
2. Measuring internal node group consistency of a multiple alignment via adjusted multiple node correctness (NCV-MNC). Multiple node correctness (MNC) (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016 ) is a generalization of the NC measure to multiple alignments. MNC uses the notion of normalized entropy (NE), which measures, for a given aligned node group, how likely it is to observe the same or higher level of internal node group consistency by chance, i.e., if the group of the same size was formed by randomly assigning to it proteins from the compared networks. e lower the NE, the more consistent the node group. en, MNC is one minus the mean of NEs across all node groups. We refer to Vijayan and Milenković (2016) for the formal definition of MNC. Since a good NA method should align (or cover) many of the nodes in the compared networks, as was done by Vijayan and Milenković (2016) , we adjust the MNC measure to account for node coverage (NCV), which is the fraction of nodes that are in the alignment out of all nodes in the compared networks. en, MNC-NCV= (NCV)(MNC). When either NCV or MNC is low, the geometric mean of the two is penalized. e NCV-MNC measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many multiple alignments.
3. Measuring edge conservation of a pairwise alignment via adjusted generalized S 3 (NCV-GS 3 ). Given two compared networks, generalized S 3 (GS 3 ) (Meng et al., 2016b) measures the fraction of conserved edges out of both conserved and non-conserved edges, where an edge is conserved if it maps to an edge in the other network and an edge is not conserved if it maps to a non-adjacent node pair (i.e., a non-edge) in the other network. We refer to Meng et al. (2016b) for formal definition of GS 3 . As was done by Meng et al. (2016b) , we penalize alignments with low node coverage by combining NCV with GS 3 into the adjusted GS 3 measure, NCV-GS 3 , which equals (NCV)(GS 3 ).
e NCV-GS 3 measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many pairwise alignments.
4. Measuring edge conservation of a multiple alignment via adjusted cluster interaction quality (NCV-CIQ). CIQ (Alkan and Erten, 2014 ) is a weighted sum of edge conservation between all pairs of aligned node groups. We refer to Vijayan and Milenković (2016) for the formal definition of CIQ. As was done by Vijayan and Milenković (2016) , we penalize alignments with low node coverage by combining NCV with CIQ into the adjusted CIQ, NCV-CIQ, which equals (NCV)(CIQ). e NCV-CIQ measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many multiple alignments.
5. Measuring the size of the largest connected region using largest common connected subgraph (LCCS). e LCCS measure, which was recently extended from PNA (Saraph and Milenković, 2014) to MNA (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) , simultaneously captures the size (i.e., the number of nodes) and the density (i.e., the number of edges) of the largest common connected subgraph formed by the conserved edges, penalizing smaller or sparser subgraphs. We refer to Vijayan and Milenković (2016) for the formal definition of LCCS. e LCCS measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments.
S1.2.2 Functional quality (FQ) measures
Per Supplementary Section S1.2.1, a good alignment should have internally consistent aligned node groups. Instead of protein names as in Supplementary Section S1.2.1, in this section we use GO terms as protein labels to measure internal consistency.
Having aligned node groups that are internally consistent with respect to protein labels is important for protein function prediction. In addition to measuring internal node group consistency, we directly measure the accuracy of protein function prediction.
at is, we first use a protein function prediction approach (Section 2.3.3 of the main paper) to predict protein-GO term associations, and then we compare the predicted associations to known protein-GO term associations to see how accurate the predicted associations are.
Below, first, we discuss how we measure internal node group consistency with respect to GO terms. Second, we discuss an alternative popular measure for doing the same. ird, we discuss how we measure the accuracy of protein function prediction, i.e., of predicted protein-GO term associations (note that we describe a strategy that we use to make the predictions in Section 2.3.3 of the main paper).
1. Measuring internal node group consistency using mean normalized entropy (MNE). MNE (Liao et al., 2009 ) first uses normalized entropy (NE) to measure GO term-based consistency of an individual aligned node group. e lower the NE, the more consistent the given node group. en, MNE is the mean of the NEs across all node groups. We refer to Vijayan and Milenković (2016) for the formal definition of MNE. e MNE measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments.
2. Measuring internal node group consistency using GO correctness (GC). GO correctness, which was recently extended from PNA (Kuchaiev et al., 2010) to MNA (Vijayan and Milenković, 2016) , measures the internal consistency of aligned node groups with respect to GO terms as follows. For each node group C i in the alignment, C i is converted into a set of all possible
node pairs in the group. e union of all resulting node pairs over all groups C i forms the set X of all aligned node pairs. A subset of X that consists of all node pairs in which each of the two nodes is annotated with at least one GO term is denoted as Y . en, GO correctness is the fraction of node pairs in Y in which the two nodes are both annotated with the same GO term. In other words, GO correctness is the fraction of all pairs of aligned nodes in which the aligned nodes share a GO term. e GO correctness measure works for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments.
3. Precision, recall, and F-score of protein function prediction (P-PF, R-PF, and F-PF, respectively). We describe how we predict protein-GO term associations in Section 2.3.3 of the main paper. Here, we describe how we evaluate accuracy of such predictions. Given predicted protein-GO term associations, we calculate accuracy of the predictions via precision, recall, and F-score measures. Formally, given the set X of predicted protein-GO term associations, and the set Y of known protein-GO term associations, P-PF = |X ∩Y | |X | , R-PF = |X ∩Y | |Y | , and F-PF is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. ese three measures work for both one-to-one and many-to-many alignments, and for both pairwise and multiple alignments.
S1.2.3 Protein function prediction approaches
Approach 3. New protein function prediction for multiple alignments. We follow our discussion from Section 2.3.3 of the main paper regarding approach 3, our new protein function prediction approach for multiple alignments. Formally, given an alignment of k networks,
and given node in the alignment that has at least one annotated GO term, and given GO term , we hide the protein's true GO term(s) and find the significance of the alignment with respect to GO term using the hypergeometric test, as follows. For each node group C i in the alignment, we convert C i into a set of node pairs F i by taking all node pairs in the node group, a er which we concatenate the sets of node pairs into a single set F . en, let V * i ⊂ V i be such that each node in V * i is annotated with at least one GO term. Let S 1 be the set of all possible pairs of proteins in F such that one protein is in V * i and the other is in V * j , where i j. Let A i ⊂ V * i be such that each node in A i is annotated with . Let S 2 be the set of all possible pairs of proteins between A i and A j , where i j. Let K be the set of pairs of proteins that are in F and in S 1 . Let X be the set of pairs of proteins that are in F and in S 2 . en, we use the hypergeometric test to calculate the probability of observing by chance |X | or more pairs of proteins in F with each node annotated with is
. We consider the alignment to be significant with respect to if the p-value is less than 0.05. We predict to be associated with if the alignment is significant with respect to , resulting in predicted protein-GO term associations. If the alignment is significant with respect to , we predict to be associated with . Repeating this process for all nodes and GO terms results in predicted protein-GO term associations X .
S1.2.4 Statistical significance of alignment quality scores
We continue our discussion from Section 2.3.4 of the main paper on how to compute the p-value of a quality score of an actual alignment. is is done as follows. We construct a set of 1,000 corresponding random alignments (1,000 is what was practically reasonable given our computational resources), under a null model that conserves the following properties of the actual alignment: the number of node groups, the number of nodes in each group, and the network from which each node in each node group originates from. en, the p-value of the alignment quality score is the fraction of the 1,000 random alignments with equal or be er score than the actual alignment. We consider an alignment quality score to be significant if its p-value is less than 0.001. Note that if a given method fails to produce an alignment of a network pair/set, we set the p-values of all quality scores associated with the method and network pair/set to 1 and hence consider all of the associated quality scores to be non-significant.
S1.3 Evaluation framework S1.3.1 Multiple evaluation (ME) framework
We continue our discussion from Section 2.4.2 of the main paper on how we combine the pairwise alignments over every network pair in the given set into a multiple alignment, i.e., how we produce alignments from the ME-P-P and ME-M-P categories. is procedure was inspired by Dohrmann et al. (2015) . Given pairwise alignments of k networks G 1 (V 1 , E 1 Dohrmann et al. (2015) produce a multiple alignment of the k networks as follows. First, they select a "scaffold" network G r among the k networks, namely the network whose sum of "topological similarities" to the remaining k − 1 networks is maximized; one of the suggested "topological similarity" measures is Graphlet Degree Distribution (GDD) agreement (Pržulj, 2007) . Second, they align G r to each of the remaining k − 1 networks. ird, they take the union of all aligned node groups from the resulting k − 1 alignments. Let us denote this union as set A. Since the node groups in set A are not necessarily disjoint, Dohrmann et al. (2015) use set A to create a new set A ′ of aligned node groups that are disjoint. is is done as follows. Let A ′ be an empty set. First, randomly pick an aligned node group C that is currently in A (initially, all node groups are in A) and remove it from A. en, remove from A all node groups that have at least one node in common with C, and merge the node groups into C. Repeat this process until there are no more node groups in A that have at least one node in common with C. en, add C to A ′ . Repeat this process until A is empty. is results in a new multiple alignment A ′ . We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 3(b,c) of the main paper. In our work, instead of choosing a single scaffold network as Dohrmann et al. (2015) , we create a multiple alignment using the above procedure for each of the k networks as the scaffold network G r . en, we rank (as explained below) each of the k multiple alignments, in order to select the best (in terms of the rank) of them. We rank the alignments as follows. For each alignment quality measure, we rank the alignments from the best one to the worst one. (In case of ties, we let the ranks of the tied alignments be the tied alignments' average rank.) en, we compute the total rank of each alignment by taking the average of the given alignment's ranks over all of the alignment quality measures. Finally, we select the best (in terms of the total rank) of all alignments. Note that here, we consider all measures that can deal with multiple alignments, except NCV-MNC, which we leave out because not all network pairs/sets have the true node mapping (and NCV-MNC requires knowing this mapping), and except MNE, which we leave out so that the number of TQ and FQ measures matches (which is required in order to prevent the ranks to be dominated by topological or functional alignment quality). at is, we consider NCV-CIQ and LCCS TQ measures and GC and F-PF FQ measures. IsoRankN K=30 thresh=1e-4 maxveclen=5000000 alpha=1.0 MI-Iso K=30 thresh=1e-4 maxveclen=5000000 alpha=1.0 multiMAGNA++ m=CIQ p=15000 n=100000 e=0.5 a=1.0 MNA methods, T+S alignments IsoRankN K=30 thresh=1e-4 maxveclen=5000000 alpha=0.5 MI-Iso K=30 thresh=1e-4 maxveclen=5000000 alpha=1.0 BEAMS beta=0.4 alpha=0.5 multiMAGNA++ m=CIQ p=15000 n=100000 e=0.5 a=0.25 Table S2 : Method parameters that we use in our study. We use parameters recommended in the methods' original publications. Table S3 : Overall ranking of the NA methods for the PE framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair, and an alignment quality measure) that use FQ measures. By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4 of the main paper). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the PE framework (four PNA methods associated with the PE-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the PE-M-M and PE-M-P categories). e alignment categories are color coded. e "Overall rank" column shows the rank of each method averaged over all evaluation tests, along with the corresponding standard deviation (in brackets). Since there are 12 methods in a given framework, the possible ranks range from 1 to 12.
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
e lower the rank, the be er the given method. e "p 1 -value" column shows the statistical significance of the difference between the ranking of each method and the 1 st best ranked method. e "p 2 -value" column shows the statistical significance of the difference between the ranking of each method and the 2 nd best ranked method. e "Frac. non. sig. (failed)" column shows the fraction of evaluation tests in which the alignment quality score is not statistically significant, and, in brackets, the fraction of evaluation tests in which the given NA method failed to produce an alignment.
WAVE (PE-P-P) Table S5 : Overall ranking of the NA methods for the PE framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair, and an alignment quality measure) that use network pairs with known node mapping. By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4 of the main paper). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the PE framework (four PNA methods associated with the PE-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the PE-M-M and PE-M-P categories). e table can be interpreted the same way as Supplementary Table S3 . Table S9 : Overall ranking of the NA methods for the ME framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network set, and an alignment quality measure) that use network sets with known node mapping. By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the ME framework (four PNA methods associated with the ME-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the ME-M-M and ME-M-P categories). e table can be interpreted the same way as Supplementary Table S3 . Table S10 : Overall ranking of the NA methods for the ME framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network set, and an alignment quality measure) that use network sets with unknown node mapping. By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4 of the main paper). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the ME framework (four PNA methods associated with the ME-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the ME-M-M and ME-M-P categories). e table can be interpreted the same way as Supplementary Table S3 .
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
x ME framework Figure S1 : Clustering of NA methods, each with its T and T+S versions, using each of the PE and ME frameworks. Clustering is based on pairwise method similarities, which we compute as follows. e similarity between two NA methods is the mean of the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; explained below) of each pair of corresponding alignments produced by the two NA methods, over all network pairs/sets. Each alignment of a network pair/set is a set of node groups, i.e., a partition of the nodes in all of the networks in the network pair/set, and we measure similarity between two alignments by comparing their partitions using ARI. ARI (Vinh et al., 2007 ) is a widely used measure to calculate the similarity between two partitions. Given the similarities between all pairs of the NA methods, we cluster using complete linkage hierachical clustering (Everi et al., 2001 ) and visualize the clustering using a dendrogram. e results shown in this figure rely on all alignments over all network sets (Yeast+%LC, PHY 1 , PHY 2 , Y2H 1 , and Y2H 2 ). Equivalent results broken down into results for networks with known node mapping and results for networks with unknown node mapping are shown in Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3, respectively. Figure S2 : Clustering of NA methods, each with its T and T+S versions, using all network sets with (a) known node mapping and (b) unknown node mapping in the PE framework.
e figure can be interpreted the same way as Supplementary Fig. S1 . Figure S3 : Clustering of NA methods, each with its T and T+S versions, using all network sets with (a) known node mapping and (b) unknown node mapping in the ME framework.
e figure can be interpreted the same way as Supplementary Fig. S1 . Figure S4: Overall ranking of an NA method versus its running time for the PE framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair, and an alignment quality measure). By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the PE framework (four PNA methods associated with the PE-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the PE-M-M and PE-M-P categories). e alignment categories are color coded. e running time results are when aligning all network pairs in the Y2H 1 network set, where each method is restricted to use a single core. e size of each point visualizes the overall ranking of the corresponding method over all evaluation tests over all network pairs/sets, corresponding to the "Overall rank" column in View I of Fig. 5 in the main paper; the larger the point size, the be er the method. In order to allow for easier comparison between the different alignment categories, "Average" shows the average running times and average rankings of the methods in each alignment category. Figure S5: Overall ranking of an NA method versus its running time for the ME framework over all evaluation tests (where a test is a combination of an NA method, a network pair, and an alignment quality measure). By NA method, here, we mean the combination of a PNA or MNA method and the alignment category (Section 2.4 of the main paper). Namely, there are 12 NA methods in the ME framework (four PNA methods associated with the ME-P-P categories and four MNA methods associated with each of the ME-M-M and ME-M-P categories). e alignment categories are color coded. e running time results are when aligning the Y2H 1 network set, where each method is restricted to use a single core. e size of each point visualizes the overall ranking of the corresponding method over all evaluation tests over all network pairs/sets, corresponding to the "Overall rank" column in View I of Fig. 5 in the main paper; the larger the point size, the be er the method. In order to allow for easier comparison between the different alignment categories, "Average" shows the average running times and average rankings of the methods in each alignment category. ME−P−P Existing ME−M−P Existing ME−M−M Existing ME−P−P New ME−M−P New ME−M−M New Figure S6 : Comparison of protein function prediction accuracy between the new (approach 3) versus the existing prediction approach for multiple alignments (approach 2), for all alignments from the ME framework (i.e., ME-P-P, ME-M-P, and ME-M-M categories). We calculate the prediction accuracy as described in Fig. 6 in the main paper. Each column shows the precision and recall achieved by the new or existing prediction approach for each NA method, as well as the number of predictions made by the approach. e alignments are separated into networks sets with known and unknown mapping. Figure S7 : Comparison of protein function prediction accuracy under the PE framework (i.e., PE-P-P, PE-M-P, and PE-M-M categories) and ME framework (i.e., ME-P-P, ME-M-P, and ME-M-M categories). We calculate the prediction accuracy as described in Fig. 6 in the main paper. Each column shows the precision and recall achieved by the new or existing prediction approach for each NA method, as well as the number of predictions made by the approach. e alignments are separated into networks sets with known and unknown mapping.
